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HostnExtra Technologies Pvt. Ltd. was founded in 2016. All of
our servers are located in the United States and United
Kingdom. HostnExtra is an industry leader because we are
customer focused. Our services are hassle-free and reliable.
All of our equipment is carefully chosen to ensure maximum
up-time and performance. Our security is top notch to
protect you and your customers against malicious attacks.
The physical security at our datacenter is second to none.

About HostnExtra

We offer a broad variety of easy, flexible and user-friendly
innovative online services. HostnExtra was founded on the
principle of providing affordable hosting services and
solutions.

We focus on client needs and commitment to the corporate
values of fairness. We are committed to providing highly
reliable, transparent, secure and affordable hosting services
and solutions to individuals and businesses.



Our Moto Moto

OUR MOTTO At HostnExtra we guarantee SECURE
SUPERIOR SPEED. The facilities, your websites, and
your customers are SECURE. The performance is
SUPERIOR. And the network is high SPEED.

Vision

Increase the productivity through the automation. 
Accelerate operational excellence and achieve
industry-leading customer satisfaction and
corporate reputation with the latest innovation.



Bare Metal Dedicated Servers Virtual Private Servers

Web Hosting Domain Registrations

Our Services



Dedicated Servers

Low-cost dedicated server with
the most advanced infrastructure

The backend provider owns, operates, and manages a dedicated server, which
performs the same functions as an in-house server. A dedicated server is reserved

for one customer, service, and application. A dedicated server is a magnificent
choice when you need to run hundreds of websites on a single server. From a
shared hosting environment, a dedicated server is considered the next step.

 
Our dedicated servers are all top quality Intel systems. Harness the power of bare

metal. HostnExtra provide enterprise quality servers, network

Quick deployment. You will get your
server up and running within 8 hrs

Fast and Premium support. Our
support team is available 24/7.



VPS
Hosting
Virtual Private Servers (VPS)
use virtualization technology to
divide a single powerful server
into several virtual servers.
Consider it this way: it's a
single piece of physical
hardware that serves as
several servers.

Even though you're still sharing
the actual server with other
users, VPS Hosting simulates
the experience of having a
dedicated server.

Scale with the additional compute
that are provisioned within seconds.

We give full root access with every
VMs and dedicated IP address.

No contracts, rolling monthly billing
and multiple payment gateways.

Fast and Premium support. Our
support team is available 24/7.

HostnExtra provide high-performance VPS Hosting is
bound to meet your unique needs.



Start your business with our
web hosting plans.

Any website must have web hosting. You can't publish your website on the
internet unless you have hosting. Hosting providers supply the tools and
server space you'll need to make your site hosted, active, and ready for

visitors.
 

HostnExtra provide a web hosting platform since 2016. Our website hosting
service is equipped with CloudLinux Operating System, Plesk control panel

and many more features. we provide a hassle-free experience for our
customers, so that they can focus their time and effort on their businesses.

Web Hosting

30-Days Money Back Guarantee



Domain
Registration

Stand out with a domain name that's
perfect for you

A domain name is the address of your website that
users type into the URL bar of their browser to view

it. We also believe that everyone should have a
website or an online store. So start with a fantastic

domain name.
 

It is the act of reserving an Internet domain name for
a set period, generally a year. It's crucial to

remember that this domain will only be yours for as
long as you renew it.

 
We keep it simple to build a magnificent website

that reflects their brand through their domain name
of choice.



Secure. Superior. Speed.

Passionate Support

We have qualified support team, who are
passionate about giving you premium
support. Around the clock availability

Enterprise-grade Hardware

We provide enterprise-grade infrastracture
to boost experience and performance of
the hardware.

Instant Setup

After a successful payment via either credit
card or PayPal, your web hosting and
domain names will be activated.



Register/ Sign Up

HOW DOES IT WORKS

Choose Service

Place Order

Make the payment

Enjoy Service



Thank you

Email 
contact@hostnextra.com

Website
www.hostnextra.com

Call us 
9096877555


